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Demagnetization curves of sub-micron Nd2Fe14B particles with rectangular prism shapes were

simulated by micromagnetic simulations. Coercivity decreases with increasing particle thickness for

same particle volumes. This unexpected behavior can be explained by different resulting angles of

the total effective field when superimposing the applied field vector with the stray field vector at the

point of the first reversal event. The angular dependence of the nucleation field follows a

Stoner-Wohlfarth like behavior. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4846795]

I. INTRODUCTION

Nd2Fe14B is at present times in terms of the energy den-

sity the strongest permanent magnet material known and is in-

dispensable in our everyday life. There are different

production routes in order to produce Nd-Fe-B anisotropic

magnets. One of them is hot compaction and deformation of

melt-spun ribbons. In hot-deformed samples, the grains are

mainly platelet shaped with lateral dimensions of approxi-

mately 400 nm � 100 nm.1,2 These particular magnets exhibit

interaction domains1–9 which is a collective phenomenon, i.e.,

each interaction domain encompasses many grains instead of

each grain containing many magnetic domains, as in, e.g., sin-

tered magnets. Even though interaction domains have been

under investigation, important aspects are not yet understood.

Amongst them are the nature of the magnetization reversal

process, the character of an interaction domain wall and its

energy and the behaviour of the domains when cooling

through the spin reorientation transition at 135 K. Here, we

focus on the magnetization reversal process of single inde-

pendent particles and in order to gain further insight we use

micromagnetic simulations, which have been also applied in

single nanomagnets with different shapes in order to study re-

versal processes.10 The here investigated particles are approxi-

mated as rectangular prisms and are varied in their length

ratios. Results on single independent grains are the first step

on the way of understanding the magnetization reversal pro-

cess of interaction domains. In a next step, we will look into

the behaviour of interacting particle assemblies (which is not

a subject of the present paper).

II. MODELING

For the micromagnetic simulations the software FEMME

was used, which is based on a hybrid finite element/boundary

element method.11 An implicit time integration scheme is

used for the solution of the Landau-Lifshitz Gilbert equation.

Sub-micron sized Nd2Fe14B particles were modeled as rec-

tangular prisms with a square base area (Fig. 1) and various

heights which result in different demagnetizing factors

according to Aharoni.12

The base length to height ratios are 4, 8, 16 with the

demagnetizing factors being N¼ 0.65, N¼ 0.77, and N¼ 0.86,

respectively (Table I). In order to enable comparison, the vol-

ume was kept more or less constant and side lengths were

adapted to keep the same demagnetizing factors.

For all particles, the following material properties have

been taken: exchange length A¼ 7.7 pJ/m, the magnetocrys-

talline anisotropy constant Ku¼ 4.9 MJ/m3, and saturation

magnetization Ms¼ 1281.5 k A/m (Js¼ 1.61 T). The resulting

exchange length kex¼ (2 A/l0Ms
2)1/2 is 2.73 nm. The c-axis,

which is the easy axis of magnetization, is oriented along the

short side of the particles. Simulations have been performed

with an applied magnetic field starting from the saturated state

(remanent state), where the magnetization is homogeneously

aligned along the c-axis. In order to study the hysteresis loop

an external field is applied, which is increased from 0 to 15 T

within a time of 20 ns. The field is applied at an angle of 0.5�

with respect to the easy axis antiparallel to the initial magnet-

ization, which leads finally to the demagnetization of the parti-

cle. Since we are not interested in the detailed dynamics of the

system a large damping constant of 1 was assumed. For

selected sample shapes, resulting stray field vectors have been

recorded throughout the magnetization reversal process. The

mesh elements were tetrahedrons with a maximum size of

4 nm which is above the exchange length of the material but

reduces significantly memory space. For one particle with the

size of 320 � 320 � 40 nm3, three different mesh sizes have

been chosen in order to validate the influence on the trend of

coercivity investigated here.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2(a) shows demagnetization curves of

NdFeB particles with (almost) identical particle volume
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(about 4 � 106 nm3) but different demagnetizing factors.

Coercivity l0Hc is 5.68 T, 5.78 T, and 5.96 T for N¼ 0.65,

N¼ 0.77, and N¼ 0.86, respectively. Thus, a thinner sample

which should lead to a larger internal demagnetization field

exhibits a larger coercivity. This behavior is unexpected

since a larger internal demagnetization field is expected to

support the demagnetization of the body.

Figure 2(b) presents demagnetization curves of a NdFeB

particle with the size of 320 � 320 � 40 nm3 and a demag-

netization factor of N¼ 0.77, modeled with different mesh

sizes. The coercivity l0Hc is 5.778 T, 5.792 T, and 5.797 T

for a mesh size of 4 nm, 3 nm, and 2.5 nm, respectively. With

increasing mesh size, the coercivity slightly decreases

because of the exchange energy being underestimated when

the mesh size is above the exchange length. The difference

of 19 mT between the smallest (2.5 nm) and the largest

(4 nm) mesh is negligible since the presented change of coer-

civity for various shapes is by an order of magnitude larger.

For the particle with side lengths of 320 � 320 � 40 nm3,

the magnetization states along the hysteresis loop are shown

TABLE I. Length scales and volume of modeled Nd2Fe14B rectangular par-

ticles with corresponding aspect ratio (height/width) and demagnetizing fac-

tor according to Aharoni.12

Width/nm Height/nm Volume/106 nm3

Aspect

ratio

height/width

Demagnetizing

factor N

250.0 62.5 3.906 1:4 0.65

320.0 80.0 8.192

400.0 100.0 16.000

320.0 40.0 4.096 1:8 0.77

400.0 50.0 8.000

504.0 63.0 16.003

400.0 25.0 4.000 1:16 0.86

504.0 31.5 8.002

635.2 39.7 16.018

FIG. 2. (a) Demagnetization curve of Nd2Fe14B particles with identical particle volume but due to different side ratios with different demagnetizing factors N.

(b) Demagnetization curves of an Nd2Fe14B particle with geometry 320 � 320 � 40 nm3 with mesh size of 2.5 nm (below exchange length) as well as 3.0 nm and

4.0 nm (above exchange length). The difference in coercivity resulting from the different mesh sizes is comparably low and does not influence the overall trend

investigated here. (c) Images of the magnetization reversal process of a rectangular prism shaped NdFeB particle with side lengths of 320 � 320� 40 nm3 starting

from the saturated/remanent state (upper row, left). The reversal process occurs via nucleation of reversed domains at the edges of the particle and proceeds via do-

main wall propagation. In the saturated state (last row, right), all magnetic moments are aligned along the direction of the applied field.

FIG. 1. Example for geometry and mesh of the modeled particle. The shape

is a rectangular prism with a square base area.
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in Fig. 2(c). All here presented particles have in common

that magnetization reversal proceeds via nucleation of

reversed domains and domain wall propagation. Thereby the

nucleation always takes place at the edges of the particle. In

terms of interaction domains, we can assume that the rever-

sal of a domain in an assembly of interacting grains will also

proceed via nucleation and domain wall propagation. That

was already predicted from field dependent investiga-

tions1,2,9 but all methods used are only presenting snapshots.

Therefore, simulations help to get an insight.

The trend of coercivity being larger with greater demag-

netization factor also appears for particles with a larger

volume (up to 16 � 106 nm3) as can be seen in Figure 3.

In order to understand why an increased demagnetiza-

tion factor does not necessarily favor the demagnetization,

we need to gain information about the total effective field

acting, especially at the point of the first reversal event.

Therefore, the stray field vectors were recorded from

the starting state until the first magnetic spins switch into

the direction of the applied field. In the following discussion,

we focus on the particles having the same basal area of

400 � 400 nm2 but different heights (dashed line in Figure 3).

Figure 4 presents (a) the magnitude of the stray field

vector and (b) the off-axis angle of the stray field vector

towards the negative z-axis along the edge of the particles

where the first nucleation event occurs. All values shown in

this figure were taken at the initial state (zero field—all mag-

netic moments are pointing along positive z-axis).

Results show that the magnitude of the stray field vec-

tors differs for the various particle geometries. While the

shape of the curves are for all particles very similar, with

the lowest values at the corners and the maximum values in

the middle of the particle edge, the magnitude is highest

for the thickest particle. Additionally, we see in Figure 4(b)

that with increasing sample thickness the stray field vector

exhibits a larger off-axis angle towards the negative z-axis.

That means that the vector is more tilted towards the mag-

netic hard axis which would lead to a larger torque acting on

the magnetization. In all three cases, the position of the first

nucleation occurrence is more or less in the middle of the

edge (Fig. 2(c)) and marked with a symbol. For this point of

first reversal, the evolution of both vector parameters with

increasing applied field is presented in Figure 5.

The vector magnitude decreases smoothly and drops

sharply before reaching the switching/reversal field at this

point. For the sample with N¼ 0.86, a larger external field is

necessary to trigger nucleation compared to the other ones.

The off-axis angle is rather constant throughout the major

part of the field range and changes only before nucleation

starts (Figure 5). It is obvious that the largest sample

(N¼ 0.65) shows stronger deviations when coming close to

the switching/reversal field.

For elements with similar shape, it was shown by

Dittrich et al.13 that the angle dependence of the switching

field shows a Stoner-Wohlfarth-like behavior even when

magnetization reversal proceeds via nucleation and wall

propagation. That was explained by the angle dependence of

the critical nucleation field that is necessary to create a

reversed domain.14

FIG. 3. Coercivity l0Hc of Nd2Fe14B particles in dependence of the particle

volume for different particle shapes that result in different demagnetizing

factors. The volume was kept constant to make direct comparisons feasible.

Coercivity l0Hc is increasing with smaller particle size and also surprisingly

with larger demagnetizing factors. The dashed line represents particles with

the same basal area (400 � 400 nm2) but different heights (see also sketched

cross sections).

FIG. 4. (a) Magnitude of stray field vector and (b) off-axis angle towards negative z-axis along the edge length (parallel to the x-axis) of the particle where the

first reversal event occurs–dashed line in Fig. 2(c). The symbols mark the point of the first reversal event.

223909-3 Thielsch et al. J. Appl. Phys. 114, 223909 (2013)
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In the case of the here presented elements, we selected

the weakest point, where nucleation occurs the first time to

evaluate the critical field for nucleation by using the equation

of Stoner and Wohlfarth for inverse applied fields at an angle

to the direction of Mr,
15

HRðwÞ ¼ HA ðsin2=3wþ cos2=3wÞ�3=2; (1)

with HA being the anisotropy field (HA¼ 2l0K1/Js), HR the

reversal field at which the magnetization reversal process

sets in and w the angle of the total effective field Htotal.

This total effective field is the superposition of the applied

external field Happl and the stray field Hstray (sketch in

Figure 7) and is treated as the “tilted applied field.” The fur-

ther procedure was as follows: The applied magnetic field

Happl was gradually increased in z-direction and for

every single field value of Happl the corresponding stray

field vector Hstray was taken from the micromagnetic simu-

lations to obtain the total field vector Htotal(w) and the re-

sultant angle w.

This angle w is changing drastically with increasing

applied magnetic field (Figure 6). That is because the contri-

bution of the applied field compared to Hstray is becoming

steadily larger when Happl is increased.

The angle w is largest for the particle with N¼ 0.65,

which results from the stray field vector of this sample,

which showed the biggest off-axis angle. In addition for the

particle with N¼ 0.65 the stray field at the investigated posi-

tion is larger than for the other samples, which also contrib-

utes to a larger tilt of the angle w.

When the total effective field Htotal is large enough and

the angle dependent condition,

Htotal wð Þ > HR wð Þ (2)

is fulfilled the reversal process starts at the point of

investigation.

In Figure 7, the corresponding field values when

Htotal(w)¼HR(w) is satisfied are shown.

The calculated reversal field HR shows the same trend as

the micromagnetically obtained Hc values, which is the con-

sequence of the different angles w for the different geome-

tries. HR is for all particles smaller than the coercive field

which is plausible since HR was only calculated for one spe-

cific magnetic spin—namely the one that is reversing at first.

In contrast to that Hc presents the situation when the net

FIG. 6. Angle w of the total field vector Htotal in dependence of the applied

magnetic field Hext,z

FIG. 7. (a) Table with l0Hc (obtained by the micromagnetic simulations),

l0Htotal, l0HR, and w for different particle thicknesses and N when condition

Htotal(w)¼HR(w) is first fulfilled. (b) Sketch of the superposition of the stray

field Hstray and applied magnetic field vector Happl to obtain the total effec-

tive field vector Htotal and w.

FIG. 5. (a) Magnitude of stray field vector and (b) off-axis angle towards negative z-axis in dependence of an applied field (antiparallel to magnetization) at

the point of the first reversal event.
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moment of all magnetic spins becomes zero and therefore

more spins have to be reversed into the direction of the

applied field.

Nucleation of reversed domains is known to be dependent

on the angle of the applied field.13,14 Here, the applied field is

parallel to the easy axis of the particle. However, since it is

superimposed with the acting stray field (which is generated

by the magnetic body itself) it results in a total effective field

Htotal, which significantly deviates from the easy axis. The

results validate a Stoner-Wohlfarth-like behavior in the inves-

tigated samples. The here presented study makes clear that not

only the internal demagnetization field (depending on the

demagnetizing factor) is important for magnetization reversal

processes but more important the total effective field at the

position of the first nucleation event. So it comes that a mag-

netic body with a larger internal demagnetizing field can

exhibit a higher coercive field.

IV. CONCLUSION

It was shown that the coercive field of the hard magnetic

particles with the shape of rectangular prism can be under-

stood by investigating the strength and the angle of the total

effective field at the point of the first reversal (nucleation)

using the Stoner Wohlfarth theory. The angle of the total

field at the point of the nucleation results from the superposi-

tion of an applied field being parallel to the easy axis and the

stray field generated by the magnetic particle itself. A larger

angle leads to a faster magnetization reversal which can be

explained by a larger torque acting on the magnetization.

The consequence is the counterintuitive effect that the par-

ticles with the largest demagnetization fields are the hardest

to demagnetize.

In terms of the interaction domains, we can assume that

the reversal of a domain in an assembly of interacting grains

will also proceed via nucleation and domain wall propaga-

tion. That was already predicted from field dependent

investigations1,2,9 but since all methods are only presenting

snapshots of the reversal process simulations help to make it

a sound prediction.
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